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Some Countries Treat People as People—
But Not Ours
Lessons from a Journey to Portugal
What happens when an entire country decides to address drug
addiction as a public health issue instead of an opportunity to
criminalize and incarcerate millions?
People are treated as human beings. Families stay connected.
Prison and jail populations plummet. Governments spend millions
less on locking people up for little purpose beyond ineffective
Dorsey Nunn
punishment. Instead, they actually aid communities to humanely
help their sons and daughters, fathers and mothers, neighbors and coworkers address and treat their drug-dependency issues.
For many people trapped in the U.S. criminal "justice" system, the above
scenario seems a fairytale from a faraway fantasyland. But Portugal created
this reality in response to a massive heroin epidemic in the 1990's. Portugal
based its policy on medical fact and implemented it with a humanity
acknowledging that almost every family in the country is affected by both
the crisis and how the community addresses it.
Recently I was honored to travel to Lisbon as
a member of the Drug Policy Alliance
delegation to see in person how this public
health policy works in practice. We spoke
with the top government officials who crafted
and implemented the programs, such as
counseling with addiction specialists and
access to free daily doses of methadone. We
also talked to people on the streets who participate in the program, which
allows many to hold down full-time jobs and live with their families without
the stigma of a conviction history.
While there are many positive aspects to Portugal's program, I did leave
Lisbon with questions: as a public health program becomes more
professionalized, who does the deciding? How much voice do directly
impacted people have in policy decisions and implementation?
During the "crack epidemic" decades ago, I co-founded Free At Last, a
community-based recovery center, in East Palo Alto to directly address the
addiction and violence in my community. The U.S. Department of Health did
not show up, only more police.

LSPC continues to work towards the
decriminalization of drugs and to shift engaging
with addiction to a public health policy paradigm.
Last year we helped pass SB 180 The RISE Act,
which ended a 3-year enhancement for certain
drug priors. This year we're co-sponsoring SB
1392—ending an automatic 1-year enhancement
for certain priors—and SB 1393—which stops
AOUON Organizer Sandra
mandatory application of a 5-year enhancement
Johnson provides expert
testimony in favor of SB 180 "The for prior offenses, instead allowing for judicial
RISE Act" in Sacramento, CA in
discretion.
August, 2017.

We invite you to join us in speaking directly to lawmakers and asking them
to support these bills, and others, at our 6th Annual Quest For Democracy
Advocacy Day in Sacramento on Monday, April 30. Formerly incarcerated
people, family members, and allies from all over California will come
together and show our state government the human face directly impacted
by legislation.
Sharing our stories—with legislators and with each other—does affect
positive change. We know because we make that change happen every
year. It's time to share your story too. See you in Sacramento!

Beyond the Bars Conference
In early March, LSPC staff and All of Us or None
members participated in the Beyond the Bars
conference in New York. Beyond the Bars, in their
own words, is "an annual student-driven
interdisciplinary conference on mass incarceration
held at Columbia University. Each year the
conference brings together students, faculty,
activists, advocates, practitioners, those who have experienced
incarceration, community members and more to connect, galvanize and
deepen the work to end mass incarceration, and to build justice and equity.”
Our development director, Azadeh Zohrabi, and All of Us or None
members Dolores Canales and Danny Murillo presented a panel on the work
we did in support of the Prison Hunger Strikes of 2011-2013 and on the
Ashker lawsuit, which resulted in over 1,000 people being release from the
SHU. Jack Morris, who was incarcerated at Pelican Bay SHU during the
hunger strikes, also presented on the panel.
After attending the conference, AOUON National Organizer Oscar Flores
noted specific issues we social justice workers can address:
How does parole impacts families? Especially

how parole affects families unequally
depending on race, gender, geography, etc.
How do our communities deal with the "violent
conviction" label, especially when our family
members return with that label attached like a
civic & social ball-and-chain.
Bail Reform is great, but is electronic
monitoring the best alternative? No!—e-jail just results in whole
families & communities being surveilled / policed / incarcerated. And
another example of the current trend for private investors to "disrupt"
the public safety / prison-industrial complex while making millions. Yes,
we're looking at you Jay-Z. Want positive change? Check out the
current campaign against e-carceration, spearheaded by e-carceral
expert James Kilgore.
Loss of liberty is punitive enough. No need to pile on more punishments that
last a lifetime and adversely affect a family or community. Serve your
sentence with help focused on your specific issues, get out—with all Civil
rights still intact—and move on. That's the Presumption of Rehabilitation
upon Completion of the Sentence.

Stop Urban Shield
Urban Shield will end in Alameda
County!
After many years of our protests and
speaking out at Alameda County
Board of Supervisors meetings, the
supervisors voted on Tuesday, March
27 to end the funding of the
militarized police training "as
currently constituted" beginning in
2019.
Coalition:

As described by the Stop Urban Shield

Urban Shield is a regional, national, and global weapons expo and SWAT training that
takes place in the Bay Area. It brings together law enforcement agencies and first
responders from across the country and world – including from the apartheid state of
Israel – in order for them to learn how to better repress, criminalize, and militarize
our communities. Urban Shield was created by Alameda County Sheriff Gregory
Ahern in 2007 and has been held in Alameda County every year since.
In addition to LSPC and All of Us or None,

the Stop Urban Shield Coalition includes
other ally organizations such as Critical
Resistance, Black Alliance for Just
Immigration, the Ella Baker Center,
American Friends Service Committee, SURJ,
the congregations of many Bay Area
churches, and many others.
The March 27 rally brought hundreds of
people together at the Alameda County
building in Oakland to call for the end of the
program. This success reminds us of the
power that lies in organizing and resistance.
It encourages us to continue our fight
against racism and police violence and for
thriving and strong communities.

2018 Youth Policy Fellow Calvin McRay,
AOUON Organizer Sandra Johnson,
AOUON Lead Organizer Dauras Cyprian,
and 2018 Youth Policy Fellow Noe Gudiño
at the Stop Urban Shield rally in Oakland
on March 27, 2018.

Invisible No More
While many of the recent images of police brutality shown by national media
involve Black men, the violence police inflict on women of color impact our
communities with the same devastating effect. On March 21-22, the UC
Berkeley Center for Race & Gender hosted the Invisible No More: A
Symposium on Resisting Police Violence Against Black Women & Women of
Color.
2018 Elder Freeman Policy Fellow
Aminah Colbert participated as a
panelist on the Resistance
Roundtable. While other experts
discussed police violence in
neighborhoods, Aminah highlighted
the violence correctional officers
commit inside prisons: "Everything
from slipping razors to people
suffering from deep depression, to
seeing people hang themselves and
not helping, to leaving people in cells
with violent roommates, CO's get
away with murder and terrorizing
people because it all happens behind
walls and locked doors."

2018 Policy Fellow Aminah Colbert (far left) speaks
at Invisible No More: A Symposium on Resisting
Police Violence Against Black Women & Women of
Color at UC Berkeley, March 22, 2018.

LSPC is currently supporting AB 931 (Weber/McCarty), the Police
Accountability and Community Protection Act, which would change the
standard of use for deadly force by police to only when necessary. We also
support SB 1421 (Skinner), which would make law enforcement records

related to officer use of force, or on the job sexual assault or dishonesty,
available to hiring agencies and the public.

Drop LWOP
On March 24, California Coalition for Women
Prisoners hosted the Drop LWOP Town Hall at
the Red Bay Café in Oakland. LSPC Elder
Freeman Policy Fellow and All of Us or None
organizer Aminah Colbert moderated a panel of
former lifers, including Ny Nourn, Terah Lawyer,
and June. They shared with a packed audience the
impact of Life without Parole—a de facto death
sentence—on themselves and on their families.
After the panel, LSPC / All of Us or None, Ella
Baker Center for Human Rights, Felony Murder
Elimination Project, and Critical Resistance
facilitated a teach-in on how to get involved and
advocate directly to Governor Brown to commute
current LWOP sentences. Gov. Brown has already
commuted 17 in the last few months, and we are
LSPC, AOUON, and CCWP
pressing him for more before he leaves office in
January. Thanks to CCWP and all participants for members after the Drop LWOP
Town Hall in Oakland, CA.
created an engaging atmosphere that really got
people fired-up! You can find more info and a sample letter to the governor
here.

AOUON 5K Fun Run
LSPC / All of Us or None members enjoyed a wonderful, short morning run /
walk around Lake Merritt on Saturday, March 25 during the Oakland
Running Festival! Some of us have participated in the races before—a great
way to get exercise and experience the community in a new way—and this
year got our group up to six!
The Oakland Running Festival is an annual event held in late March that
includes a marathon, half marathon, a 5K, and a Kids Fun Run. The
marathon course winds through many Oakland neighborhoods, with
families, kids, and community groups lining the streets to cheer on the
runners. The 5K (3.1 mile) race begins and ends at Eastshore Park (near the
Grand Lake Theater), and the course follows the contour of Lake Merritt.

Team LSPC / All of Us or None: Dauras Cyprian,
Deidre Cyprian, Mark Fujiwara, Carol Strickman,
Errol Veron, Sandra "Speedy" Johnson.

Dauras and Deidre flying fast over the last few feet
to the finish line. The gold AOUON Fist shines
bright and stands out from the crowd!

Errol starts his final power-walk as he approaches
the finish, pulling away from Sandra, who had to
take a call from an incarcerated loved one. We're
staying connected to family and community!

Mark sporting that post-race glow brought on by
well-won bling, bananas, power bars, and a free
recovery beer. Participants get plenty of swag!
Hope to see you join us at the next event!

Everyone participates at their own pace—Mark huffed and puffed his way to
a 30-minute finish, Carol cruised coolly crossed the line after 38 minutes,
but a normal walking pace will get you around the course in 45 minutes
(unless you're like Sandra, who decided to stop and smell ALL the roses
along the way). We all gathered at the finish line to cheer on our fellow
participants and for medals, a commemorative shirt, treats, drinks, and a
proper celebration of our accomplishment. Given over 10,000 participate in
the festival, we hope to expand our community outreach next year through
tabling and sponsoring runners.
Join us for our next race!
Interested in running with Team All of Us or None? Contact Mark at
mc@prisonerswithchildren.org

Upcoming Hearings for Sponsored Bills

LSPC is sponsoring several bills this year and supporting many others. Join
us at the 2018 Quest for Democracy Advocacy Day on April 30! You can also
advocate with us in Sacramento in support of LSPC's 2018 legislative
priorities:
AB 2138: Expanding access to hundreds of professional licenses for people
with convictions
Asm Business & Professions; Tuesday, 4/24, 9 A.M. - Room 4202
AB 3039: Expanding access to professional licenses overseen by the Dept.
of Health & Human Services to people with convictions
Asm Human Services Committee; Tuesday, 4/24, 1:30 P.M. - Room 437
Press Conference for both Occupational License bills (AB 2138, AB
3039) in the Capitol building; Monday, 4/23, 10 A.M. - Room 301.

Welcome Sabina!
LSPC is happy to introduce Sabina Crocette as our
new Policy Manager! An Oakland, CA native,
Sabina brings many years of legal and business
experience to LSPC, including specialization in
prison law / parole defense. We look forward to
seeing Sabina leverage her legislative staffing
experience to craft and pass our sponsored bills
into laws that support our community. Welcome,
Sabina!
"After spending a number of years doing direct service
Policy Manager Sabina Crocette
work with clients going before the parole board, I
wanted to take my experience and knowledge and use it in a way that impacts
incarcerated persons, their families and communities more broadly. Joining LSPC has
provided a place to make systemic and long-term changes to the law and policy that
affects currently and formerly incarcerated persons. LSPC uses its resources and
talents collectively in the fight for criminal justice reform and reintegration for
current and formerly incarcerated communities. It is my honor to join this
organization in its work and commitment."
For Policy issues, contact Sabina at: sabina@prisonerswithchildren.org or
415.625.7040

Victories from Inside Out: Dismantling the PrisonIndustrial Complex
SURJ Bay Area presented a live recording of the national podcast "Speak
Out with Tim Wise," featuring Dorsey Nunn and Taina Vargas-Edmond,
Founder and Director of Initiate Justice, on April 10 at the First

Congregational Church in Oakland, CA.
Dorsey and Taina shared why they
are so involved in the civil rights
and prison abolition movement,
including the experiences that
shaped their social justice
worldviews, and discussed past
victories and current campaigns.
Initiate Justice is spearheading the
Voting Restoration and Democracy L-R: Tim Wise, Dorsey Nunn, Taina Vargas-Edmond
Act, a ballot initiative which would
prohibit the disenfranchisement of people with felony convictions currently
in prison or on parole. In effect, the initiative would make all CA citizens
over 18 years old eligible to vote, regardless of conviction or incarceration.
As LSPC has purchased our own building in Oakland, Dorsey spoke about
the connection between gentrification and social justice. He also again
invited SURJ members and other white allies to join LSPC / AOUON at our
6th Annual Quest for Democracy Advocacy Day on April 30 at the Capitol in
Sacramento. Last year, SURJ Bay Area, in addition to sponsoring a
bus, brought over 90 allies to support formerly incarcerated people and
families at the event. We look forward to their support again this year!
You can listen to the podcast here, or watch a video of the panel discussion
here.

Victories from Inside Out: Dismantling the Prison-Industrial Complex

AOUON 15th Anniversary Apparel Now Available!
15 years ago, our grassroots organizing
project All of Us or None formed to directly

& represent formerly incarcerated people &
family members.
AOUON recognizes & elevates the collective
experience & expertise of people directly
impacted by the Criminal Injustice system.
Our first campaign to Ban The Box, started
in 2003, has now reached over 35 states
and 150 cities, including our recent victory
in California to extend BTB to the private
sector.
Celebrate & support AOUON with these
limited-edition Black & Gold shirts for the
whole family!

Click here to order AOUON 15th
Anniversary T-shirts, long-sleeve, youth, &
infant onsies from Custom Ink.

CALENDAR
Quest for Democracy Advocacy Day

When:
Networking & Nourishment: Sunday, April 29 - Evening
Training, Rally, & Legislative Visits: Monday, April 30 from 9-4pm
Where: State Capitol, Sacramento, CA
Every spring, LSPC / All of Us or None
organize a large-scale statewide
advocacy day in Sacramento for
formerly-incarcerated people, our
family members, and allied
community leaders and activists. We
gather to show our support for
pending legislation that affects people
who are impacted by incarceration, and to assert ourselves as leaders,
experts, and contributing members of our communities.
We are asking that all organizations, particularly with members who have
been previously incarcerated, join us on April 29-30, 2018. Sunday will
feature a Networking & Nourishment event to re-connect with old comrades
and meet new ones. Monday will begin with an education and training
workshop on our sponsored bills and on effective legislative advocacy.
Monday afternoon will feature Action Teams visiting each legislator’s office
to advocate in person, followed by a rally outside the Capitol building.
RSVP or Donate: q4d2018.eventbrite.com

For more info contact:
Sandra Johnson at sandraj@prisonerswithchildren.org or 415-625-7059

First Friday in Oakland

When: Friday, May 4 — 5-9 P.M.
Where: Telegraph Ave. from West Grand to 27th St., Oakland, CA.
 
Join us in Oakland for First Friday—a meet and
greet in the streets featuring great food, music,
art, and social activism.
AOUON will be tabling on Telegraph Ave. near 24th
St.—stop on by to check out all our know-yourright / informational brochures, pick up some
AOUON apparel and swag, and talk with organizers
about our campaigns and current bills we're
Youth Policy Fellow Noe Gudiño
moving through the California State Legislature.
ready to share some AOUON
knowledge with Oaklanders at
First Friday.

It's a great night to enjoy the incredibly diverse
Oakland community—hope to see you there!

For more information about First Friday, contact Dauras Cyprian at
dauras@prisonerswithchildren.org or 415.625.7051

AOUON Bay Area Chapter Meeting

When: Thursday, May 17 — 6:30-8:00 P.M.
Where: 436 14th St. (5th Floor), Oakland, CA 94612
All people and family members directly
impacted by the criminal justice system are
invited to join All of Us or None at our monthly
meeting the 3rd Thursday of each month in
Oakland, CA. We discuss local and state
legislation, plan community events, and
strategize how to advocate for our community
in our own voices. For more information
contact AOUON Organizer Dauras
Cyprian: dauras@prisonerswithchildren.org
or 415.625.7051

SAVE THE DATE!!
LSPC 40th Anniversary Gala / AOUON 15th Anniversary
Celebration

When: Thursday, October 25 - Evening
Where: The Rotunda, Oakland, CA
LSPC is 40 years old this year! And All

of Us or None is 15! The fight for social
justice sometimes seems unending,
with threats to our civil and human
rights appearing hydra-like every day.
But we're still in the ring and swinging,
mainly due to the generous support
of individuals, communities, and ally
organizations and foundations.
We want to celebrate our victories, the
acquisition of our own building, and future campaigns with everyone who
has rolled with us during our amazing journey over the past 40 years.
So save the date and look out for RSVP and more info soon!
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